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Abstract: - The distributed computing is an Internet-based registering to rise as another engineering which
means to give stable, adaptable and QoS ensured dynamic condition for end-clients. As multi-occupancy is one of
the key highlights of distributed computing where specialist organizations and clients have versatile and financial
advantages for same cloud stages. In distributed computing condition the execution procedure requires asset
administration because of the preparing ability is high to the asset proportion. The point of the framework is to
deal with asset administration by executing logical workflows. The Assignment of errands is finished by the Cloudbased Workflow Scheduling Algorithm (CWSA). The booking calculation enhances the execution of Traditional
workflows and aides in minimisation of workflow consummation time, lateness, execution cost and utilization of
sitting out of gear assets of cloud utilizing test system Workflow sim.

Keywords: Cloud computing, direct acyclic graph, multi-tenancy, resource management, scientific workflow
applications.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------

1. Introduction

Distributed computing now is called as a supplier
of dynamic, adaptable on request, virtualised assets over the
web. It likewise makes it conceivable to get to applications
and related information from anyplace. Organizations can
lease assets from the cloud for capacity and other
computational purposes so their framework cost can be
lessened fundamentally. They can likewise make utilization
of programming, stages and frameworks as administrations,
in light of pay-as-you-go display.

Fig 1: Elements of WMS
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A workflow structure portrays the relationship between
the errands of the workflow. A workflow structure can be of
two sorts Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) and Non-DAG.
Work Flow structure can further be named Sequence,
Parallelism and Choice in the DAG based structure. In the
succession structure, the assignments execute in an
arrangement. Another assignment must be achieved if the
past undertaking has been effectively executed. In a parallel
structure, efforts of the workflow can execute
simultaneously, and workflow errands can be executed in
the arrangement and in addition simultaneously in decision
structure. The Non-DAG based structure comprises all the
DAG-based examples alongside Iteration design. In Iteration
design, the assignment can execute iteratively. A manysided workflow can be framed with the mix of these four
kinds of examples in a few ways. Workflow display
expounds the workflow, its errands and its structure.
Workflow models are of two branches; conceptual.
And concrete. Unique workflow depicts the workflow in a
theoretical shape which implies that particular assets have
not alluded for undertaking execution. Robust workflow
depicts the workflow errands ward to exact assets.
Workflow structure framework enables clients to gather all
the part to the workflow. In any case, in programmed, the
framework creates workflow naturally. Customer enhanced
framework is additionally stretched in Language-based
demonstrating and diagram based displaying client
coordinated framework, and client can change the workflow
structure specifically by altering in the workflow

The distributed computing is pulling in an
expanded number of utilization to keep running in the
remote server farms. Numerous mind-boggling applications
require parallel handling abilities. A portion of the parallel
applications demonstrate a reduction in usage of CPU assets
at whatever point there is an expansion in parallelism if the
occupations are not plan effectively then it decreases the PC
execution. Various calculations and conventions are
proposed with reference to the planning system of the
distributed computing. Not very many predictions are
recommended to identify the planning component in
distributed computing. A significant portion of the creators
considers a consistent observing area in their convention,
which isn't a certain situation. As the mists are conveyed
arbitrarily the checking district is continually sporadic. So
we propose a calculation to plan the employment in
distributed computing.
The vast majority of the creators consider the FCFS
booking for handling the employment. In this condition it
diminishes the assets use and usage of server. So I take the
thought to enhance the use of servers allotted to the
occupations and to enhance the asset use by utilizing
Backfilling and by doling out the most brief separation
assets to the activity to limiting the make span. A few
creators don't dole out need to the procedure. Processors
process the employment by allotting same lack in FCFS
planning. So it diminishes the execution of the PC. So I take
the thought of need to plan the activity. A few creators does
not think about the holding up time. Consequently the make
traverse of the activity increments. Accordingly, execution
of the PC diminishes. A few creators give the plan to limit
the make traverse by reducing the holding up time yet
anyway it doesn't consider the exchanging time of the assets.
So I think there is a superior method to limit the exchanging
time which likewise limit the make span of the activity.

2. Literature Survey
Fig 2: Taxonomy of Workflow Design
In previous, client depicts workflow utilizing some
markup dialect, for example, Extended Markup Language. It
is a troublesome approach since client needs to recollect a
great deal of dialect sentence structure. Chart based
demonstrating is the straightforward and straightforward
approach to adjust the workflow with the assistance of
essential diagram components [1].
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Yash P. Dave et al [2] proposed in Cloud
Computing provides a Computing environment where
different resources, infrastructures, development platforms
and software are delivered as a service to customers
virtually on pay per time basis. Low cost, scalability,
reliability, utility-based computing are important aspects of
cloud computing. Job scheduling is an essential and most
important part in any cloud environment. With increasing
number of users, Job scheduling becomes a strenuous task.
Ordering the jobs by scheduler while maintaining the
balance between quality of services (QoS), efficiency and
fairness of jobs is quite challenging. Scheduling algorithms
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are implemented considering parameters such as throughput,
resource utilization, latency, cost, priority, computational
time, physical distances, performance, bandwidth, resource
availability. As there are various scheduling algorithms
available in cloud computing, a very less comparative study
has been done on performance of various scheduling
algorithms with respect to above mentioned parameters.
This paper focuses at a comparative study of various types
of job scheduling algorithms that provide efficient cloud
services. FairouzFakhfakh et al [3] proposed Workflow
systems have become a major vehicle for easy and efficient
development of scientific applications. This type of systems
can benefit from the resource provisioning technology
offered by the cloud computing. In fact, the latter offers ondemand virtualized resources to its users. These virtual
resources can be added and released dynamically. Also,
users are charged on a pay-per-use basis. How to make
appropriate decisions when allocating resources to the tasks
and dispatching the computing tasks to resource pool has
become the main issue in cloud computing. The amount of
allocated resources affects the execution time of the
applications and the cost incurred by the user. In fact,
resource under-provisioning will necessarily affect the
performance. In contrast, over-provisioning can result in idle
instances and cause additional costs. Then, efficient
scheduling algorithms are required for selection of best
suitable resources for task execution. This paper focuses on
some of the important workflow scheduling strategies. It
brings out an exhaustive survey of such strategies in cloud
computing and includes a detailed classification of them.
Then, it presents a comparative analysis of the studied
approaches. Finally, it stands out a critical challenge for
further research. The problem of scheduling tasks on
multiple resources has been extensively studied in parallel
and distributed systems, cluster and grid computing, and in
recent years to a lesser extent in cloud computing. The
methodology adopted varies according to the characteristics
of the workload (e.g., batch workload or online workload,
large/medium/small size, and frequency), characteristics of
resources (e.g., physical/virtual resources, number of nodes,
and networks), performance metrics of interest, and
scheduling based on multi-agent systems, e.g., [4]. Further,
most of these algorithms considered a stable infrastructure.
We briefly review prior work on various aspects in the
following.
Heuristic Algorithm: Several studies considered
heuristics, e.g., list scheduling, clustering, and task
duplication. Examples of list scheduling include
Heterogeneous Earliest-Finish-Time (HEFT) [5] and Fast
Critical Path (FCP) [6] scheduling for a single workflow. A
list scheduling heuristic combined with multi-objective
optimisation was proposed in [7] for scheduling workflow in
© 2018, IJCERT All Rights Reserved

grids and clouds. Well-known examples of task duplication
based algorithms include [8] and task duplication-based
scheduling algorithm for a network of heterogeneous
systems (TANH) [9]. Clustering heuristics, e.g., [10] for
task clustering and CASS-II for task clustering with no
duplication [11] were studied in heterogeneous systems
Cost- and the time-based heuristic algorithm was proposed
in [12] to minimise the execution, communication costs, and
overall completion time for scheduling workflow tasks in
cloud environments. The Whittle's index-based heuristic
scheduling was proposed in [13] for executing parallel tasks
on opportunistically available cloud resources. The
opportunistic scheduling allocates low-priority tasks to
intermittently available servers to minimize the cost of
waiting and migration. A dynamic resource allocation
heuristic was proposed in [14] to minimize skewness and
improve the utilization of server resources. Notably, in [15],
authors have shown that widely-used Best-Fit scheduling
algorithm is not throughput-optimal. The work in [16]
addressed the static resource-constrained multi-project
scheduling problem (RCMPSP) by considering the project
and portfolio lateness, However, RCMPSP may not be
suitable in the context of multitenant cloud environments
due to multi-tenant interference, unfairness, as well as
variable and unpredictable performance (e.g., throughput).
Some tenants may pay for performance isolation and
predictability, while other tenants may choose best-effort
behaviour [17].
Meta-Heuristic Algorithm: A particle swarm
optimisation (PSO) based scheduling algorithm was
proposed in [18], [19] to minimize the execution cost of
workflow applications in cloud computing. The marketoriented cloud workflow systems based on genetic
algorithm, ant colony optimisation, and PSO has proposed in
[20]. In [21], authors suggested a pricing model and
dynamic scheduling of single tasks in commercial multicloud environments and compared their approach with
Pareto optimal solutions based on two classical multiobjective evolutionary algorithms, i.e., SPEA2 and NSGAII. Note that heuristic-based scheduling algorithms fit only a
particular type of problem (e.g., a workflow with a simple
structure), while the meta-heuristic algorithm provides a
general solution method for developing a specific heuristic
to fit a particular kind of problem [22]. Most of the heuristic
and meta-heuristic based scheduling algorithms were
designed and optimised in the context of grid computing
environments. Further, meta-heuristic algorithms such as
PSO, SPEA2, and NSGA-II are very time to consume and
thus not very useful for large workflow applications.
Scientific Workflows Execution: The performance and the
cost of execution of scientific workflows in a cloud
environment was studied in [23]. This study has shown that
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most of the resources provided by Amazon EC2 are less
powerful for I/O-intensive applications like Montage than
Abe (NASA HPC cluster) due to the lack of highperformance parallel file systems. A data locality is driven
task scheduling algorithm was proposed to improve the
system performance in cloud computing environments [24].
However, the algorithm did not implement real-world cloud
applications to verify its effectiveness (e.g., scalability,
dynamic workload). Similarly, a matrix based k-means
clustering strategy for data placement in scientific cloud
workflows was presented in [25].
Multi-tenant Sass Applications: There exist only a
few studies on multi-tenant SaaS applications, e.g., a clusterbased resource allocation algorithm [26], which includes
lazy and pro-active duplications to achieve an improved
system performance in a two-tier multi-tenant SaaS schedule
architecture. Further, the capacity planning of multi-tenant
applications using a method for determining the optimal
allocation of application threads to physical nodes was
studied in [27]. Recently, a resource allocation model for
SaaS applications was proposed in [29]. However, none of
these approaches dealt with the compute-intensive workflow scheduling in multi-tenant cloud computing. Overall,
most of the studies above focused on the scheduling
performance of a single workflow. Moreover, these
approaches did not consider compute-intensive work-flow
applications in a multi-tenant cloud computing environment.
In fact, there exist no particular scheduling policies to
execute compute-intensive workflow applications in multitenant cloud environments. Unlike those approaches, in this
paper, we focus on the minimization of the make span cost
of execution of the workflows, and tardiness while
maximizing the resource utilization within a given deadline
in multi-tenant cloud computing environments. Deadlineaware Scheduling: Dynamic resource provisioning of
adaptive applications in cloud environments was studied in
[28] based on Q-learning reinforcement guided control
theory to maximize the application-specific benefit function
within given time and budget constraints for a particular
task. VGrADs [30], a virtual grid execution system– was
studied for scheduling of a deadline sensitive weather
forecast workflow supports. A resubmission heuristic based
on the HEFT algorithm [5] was proposed in [31] to meet
soft deadlines of scientific workflows in computational
grids. A deadline constraint algorithm based on the HEFT
was proposed in [32] for scheduling a single workflow
instance on an IaaS cloud environment. However, none of
these algorithms was designed in the context of multi-tenant
cloud environments
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3. Existing System
This section presents the proposed reference
architecture of workflow scheduling in a multi-tenant cloud
environment and describes the proposed cloud workflow
scheduling algorithm in greater detail. There exist a plethora
of workflow management systems, e.g., Pegasus [33].

Fig 3: Proposed reference architecture of workflow
scheduling in a Multi-tenant cloud environment

Notwithstanding, a considerable lot of their
highlights are advanced for common framework and bunch
figuring to execute single/various job(s) or workflow and in
this manner will be unable to acquire the more significant
part of the key parts of distributed computing, while such
frameworks experience the ill effects of restricted asset
provisioning. Despite the fact that there are few works
tending to workflow booking on mists, e.g., [33], they were
not composed with regards to multi-occupancy. Given the
rise of assorted arrangements of logical workflow
applications each having a place with various areas, a multioccupant mindful and adaptable workflow stage is expected
to execute/convey the workflow cost-adequately uses of
numerous tenants. The imagined design empowers such
workflow applications to share a solitary foundation while
exploiting the versatility and pay-as-you-go charging model
of distributed computing. Fig. 3[34] delineates a fourlayered design of the proposed workflow booking
framework. The primary layer (occupant) comprises of
workflow maker/writer. The second layer (middleware)
comprises of workflow dispatcher, benefit line, workflow
scheduler, shared pool asset data, ten-insect data and
execution store, QoS screen, Furthermore, agent. The third
layer is the virtual framework layer, though the fourth layer
comprises of the physical foundation layer. Each layer is
quickly portrayed in the accompanying
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Tenant Layer: Every occupant particular cloud workflow is
arranged by obtaining the inhabitant inclinations and QoS.
Each inhabitant presents an individual workflow application
to the workflow booking framework. The workflow
undertakings are booked by the available assets (virtual
machines, datacenter, and so on.) at the given due date.
[34]The inhabitants present the workflow applications as per
a uniform or arbitrary dispersion. As per the clients' QoS
prerequisites, the workflow scheduler checks the
accessibility of administrations and assets and afterwards
applies the given planning approaches to executing these
workflow assignments.
Middleware Layer: With a specific end goal to
acknowledge multi-occupancy, an appropriate middleware is
required to limit the original many-sided quality (e.g.,
arrange, oversee, and recognise numerous occupants and
also inhabitant particular customisation of workflow
applications). [34]Actually, it decouples the inhabitant and
framework layers. Middleware layer contains various
segments, for example, workflow scheduler, QoS observing
part, and execution store segment. At the point when the
inhabitant workload expands, a pool of indistinguishable
application occurrences is made so as to guarantee
adaptability.
These components are briefly described in the following.
Workflow Dispatcher: The fundamental usefulness of the
workflow dispatcher is to total the workload (workflow
applications) and dispatch it to the administration line.
Service Queue: The administration line keeps up a need
range for all approaching workflow errands and conveys
them to the workflow scheduler.
Work Flow Scheduler: The workflow schedule is the
centre part of the middleware layer, which gives a few
highlights to putting away errand data, keeping up and
coming cloud asset data, asset determination in-arrangement
(coordinating undertaking prerequisites to asset space
accessible on the cloud), QoS observing data, and execution
data. The real elements of this part help select organised
workflow undertakings from the administration line, execute
booking approaches, send provisioning guidelines to the
virtual foundation layer for making virtual assets and in this
way mapping the workflow assignments to virtual machines
(VMs). Further, the workflow scheduler speaks with the
execution store and occupant data part keeping in mind the
end goal to get data about the present status of the cloud
assets and inhabitants, including which VMs are running on
which physical machines in the cloud asset cultivate.

© 2018, IJCERT All Rights Reserved

Shared Resource Pool: An asset pool is a legitimate
deliberation that is required for the adaptable administration
of assets. It gives data about utilized, restrict, accessible, and
shared assets (e.g., CPU, RAM, stockpiling, system, and
programming licenses).Tenant Information and Performance
Repository: This part stores inhabitant arrangement records.
All the more particularly, it spares arrangement and
customization metadata of every one of the occupants. It
likewise gathers every one of the information identified with
QoS, e.g., due date, accessibility, versatility, and so on.
Along these lines, any progressions of the arrangement
would influence the extent of a specific occupant. Further,
the administrations that are to be made ought to be chosen in
view of such a design (i.e., inhabitant information).QoS
Monitoring: This part screens the QoS data. Further, it
oversees the performance of the service/workflow
application instance. It reports on whether the service
instance on its worker node is underloaded, overloaded, or
in normal conditions based on the threshold. Such
information is retrieved from the tenant information and
performance storehouse part. Agent The agent tells an
errand's fulfillment status in the wake of completing it
effectively. Amid the workflow execution, the scheduler is
in charge of taking care of errand conditions, for example,
exchanging subordinate records. Moreover, the middleware
layer arranges the virtual foundation layer by disseminating
workflow undertakings to accessible assets. Virtual
Infrastructure Layer: This layer comprises of various VM
occasions running over the cloud server cultivate. It allows
on request assets and maps the virtual assets to the physical
resources. Physical Infrastructure Layer: It contains various
physical assets, i.e., cloud server cultivate that comprises of
physical servers for figuring, stockpiling, and system. It
likewise gives provisioning and de-provisioning of assets to
the virtual foundation layer.

4. Proposed System
We have proposed the combination of FCFS and
CWSA wherein the initial phase. we'll be implementing the
FCFS to all the virtual machines and forwarding them to
CWSA approach this hybrid approach gives us E-CWSA,
As this will result from less execution time and more
resource utilization .At first, All VM is applied with FCFS,
E-CWSA algorithm takes unscheduled workflows as input
with the aim to schedule workflow and submits it to the
workflow scheduler. The tasks in the workflow would be
inserted into service queue. The time period of an idle CPU
that is the schedule gap is calculated to select a better
schedule position according to current schedule position. As
the workflow scheduler executes different scheduling
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policies, the Schedule gap is Not zero then the workflow
scheduler executes the scheduling policies. If scheduled
gap==1 then the work is scheduled through FCFS,
scheduled_gap==2 then the work is scheduled by MCT
Algorithm, scheduled_gap==3 then the work is scheduled
by EASY Backfilling if the expected gap is zero then the
task Scheduled is by E-CWSA Algorithm

FCFS ()
}
New_Schedule = Initial Schedule
if (total_weight> 0)
{
for(all Rk  Re s )
{

Algorithm: E-CWSA
=Resource Farm
VM=Virtual Machine
Require: Workflow w is defined, New Schedule=0
Input: w- unscheduled workflow in the list
Rk

for (all
{

R k  Re s

)

Find schedule_gap
Calculate schedule_gap as in equation 1
}//end for
if (schedule_gap!=0)
{
Switch (scheduling_policy)
{
case 1:
schedule workflow w = New_Schedule
using FCFS on
resources
break;
case 2:
schedule workflow w = New_Schedule
using MCT on
resources
break;
case 3:
schedule workflow w = New_Schedule
using EASY Backfilling on
resources
break;
}//end switch
}//end if
else if
{
E-CWSA()
}//end else if
function E-CWSA ()
E-CWSA ()
{
for (allVM)
{

© 2018, IJCERT All Rights Reserved

New_Schedule<- move workflow w into schedule_gap
}//end for
else
remove workflow w from schedule }//end if End function
}
function FCFS()
FCFS()
{
for(i=0;i<=n;i++)//where n is no of VM
{
If(VM==i)//check for sequence
{
Execute vm i;
}
else
{
FCFS();
}
}}
The scheduled_gap occurs when CPU is in idle Time Period
the scheduled_gap is calculated which means a proper time
slot of resources for each immediate workflow task. The
workflow w with a deadline d l , l

 1, 2... N

of a scheduled

workflow with schedule utilisation su (t ) is defined as time t
is utilized by the current task invocation, which is calculated
as
su ( t )   tii  ci ( t )

ci / ti

……………………(1)

Where tii is the task invocation,

ci ( t )

denotes the set of

current invocations, and ci represents the worst case.

5. Results
This section presents the results and discusses the
obtained findings. We focus on finding the effective
makespan, execution time, resource utilization, and total
tardiness.
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Fig 5: Number of VM’s

Fig 7: Output of Cybershake 30

Fig 6: Average Make Span

Fig 7.1: Time and Space Complexity of ECWSA
In above figure we have calculated the results
based on the clouds we have run our algorithm on four
datasets which are Montage, CyberShake, Sight, Inspiral
according to the size of the workflow we have calculated the
time and space complexity solely based on the cloudlets.
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Fig 7.2: Time and Space Complexity (Comparison)
We also analysed the results of the previous CWSA, and our
proposed algorithm we have considered the Montage dataset
of size 30 results above are solely based on the cloudlet as
shown in fig 7.2

lined assignment. The CWSA approach shows a better asset
usage. By and large, on account of the CWSA planning
arrangement, the asset use is 19% superior to that of FCFS,
9% superior to that of EASY Backfilling, and 6% superior
to that of MCT. This is because of the way that the CWSA
arrangement can plan the undertaking such that it keeps the
framework assets continually occupied and productively
used the framework's computational assets. Further, the
CWSA approach uses free holdings by executing
unscheduled undertakings ahead of time to limit costs. This
demonstrates boosting the asset use is a compelling answer
to limit figuring units by means of a forced due date, when
compared to the traditional CWSA algorithm as the figure
8.1[35] is compared to figure 8 As Stated the CWSA policy
can schedule the task in such a way that it keeps the system
resources always busy and efficiently utilizes the system's
computational resources. Further, the CWSA policy utilizes
free resources by executing unscheduled tasks in advance to
minimise costs[34]. This indicates that maximizing the
resource utilization is an effective solution to minimize
computing units but by implementing the E-CWSA reduce
more computational units as compared to traditional CWSA
as shown in graphical Analysis

Fig 8: Graphical Analysis of Resource utilization with ECWSA

Fig 9: Total Number of Workflow with E-CWSA
Fig 8.1: Graphical Analysis of Resource utilization with
Traditional
CWSA
Resource Usage
In this analysis, we assess the asset use. Fig.8
delineates the level of asset usage of each planning
approach. An asset hub can sit still when it doesn't bolster
all the equipment/programming necessities required by a
© 2018, IJCERT All Rights Reserved
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Fig 9.1: Total Number of Workflow with Traditional
CWSA

Fig 10: Response Time

Tardiness

Response Time

This analysis assesses the Tardiness of the
workflows. Fig. 9 demonstrates the usual delay of various
planning strategies. In correlation with FCFS, EASY
Backfilling, and MCT planning approaches, the standard
Tardiness esteems littler on account of CWSA strategy. The
regular delay relies upon the number of workflows to be
executed on the accessible machines. The pattern of the
chart demonstrates that lateness marginally increments for
an expanding number of workloads. This unmistakably
shows the aggregate lateness unequivocally relies upon the
number of accessible occasions of virtual machines and
workload. Naturally, as the heap builds, more workflows are
subjected to end up late and may likewise encounter a more
drawn out time of tardiness. Such a circumstance may cause
a period basic workflow application to have an inconvenient
conduct. Be that as it may see that since the E-CWSA
planning approach has a superior asset usage (see Fig. 8),
more undertakings can be finished in a shorter time. In
addition, E-CWSA strategy can use the schedule_gap all the
more successfully and hence shows the littlest tardiness.
In by and large, the proposed booking strategy has
demonstrated its viability to enhance the makespan and
tardiness. Then again, the execution time of E-CWSA
booking approach is quite littler than that of other planning
arrangements. The general cloud asset use is essential for an
asset proprietor's perspective to enhance his or her benefit.
As represented in Fig. 8, a superior asset use is
accomplished with the proposed E-CWSA approach as that
comparison made with the traditional CWSA approach an
graphical analysis has been presented in figure 9 and[35]
figure 9.1.

In this analysis, Fig 10 which represents a response
time where the outcomes show's that the FCFS require more
response time as stand Alone as we combine E-CWSA
response time is better than of FCFS, EasyBackfilling,MCT.

© 2018, IJCERT All Rights Reserved

Fig 11: Cost of Workflow
Cost
In this analysis, Fig 11 represents the cost of each
algorithm to specify the workflow cost as the resource
utilization is better of E-CWSA than of other algorithms, It
also affects the costs Fig 11 display the energy efficiency
which is directly proportional to the price.
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6. Conclusion
As Cloud has been emerging technology over the
period and has been a critical factor in executing and
computing business intensive process flow (e.g., media
processing, analytics pipelines, orchestration of services,
coordinating resources, people, information, and systems)
and scientific workflow applications for processing of large
sets of experimental data, as witnessed by the recent work
on Amazon SWF (Simple Workflow Service)a fullymanaged state tracker and task coordinator in the the cloud.
Previous scheduling policy like FCFS was inefficient when
it came to Scheduling our proposed E-CWSA policy
exhibits less context switching and thus outperforms the
former ones. Context switching corresponds to the time
period needed for switching between two tasks.
An analysis of different performance metrics was
carried out, through which we find out E-CWSA is more
efficient than that of conventional scheduling methods like
EASY backfill and FCFS with this approach we can
contribute to the field of technology Although we have only
mentioned the advantages of multi-tenant cloud
environments for scheduling workflow applications, there
are several potential improvements for future work,
including the development of a sophisticated model of
scheduling policies by considering resource failures and
complex reservation scenarios for multitier application
scaling, where scaling may affect different applications.
Time Complexity of E-CWSA on the clouds environment
for 30 cloudlets is 11000 millisecond as CWSA has 13000
milliseconds and the Space complexity of E-CWSA based
on the clouds environment is 3.14MB for 30 cloudlets as
CWSA has the only 3.16MB. For the future, we intend to
investigate the optimization of the CWSA scheduling further
and apply it in the context of mobile cloud computing.
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